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Use your outdoor area all year round by allowing
the sun to warm the area.
Enclose your verandah and create an outdoor
room at home, or offer a pleasant break for
your customers to enjoy the outdoors even on a
rainy day.

Inspect our big range of Clear PVC - Bistro Blinds in
various operational systems available

Clear PVC we use is the superior quality 0.75mm
thick fabric with a manufacturer’s warranty.
Also available in tinted - Smoke colour or
combined with the PVC coated fabric for Café style
awnings.

Depending on the type of the finish - high
frequency welded or stitched, we can offer you
Budget, Economy and De Luxe blinds to suit your
needs.

Most of these systems and finishes are on display in
our showroom
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Geared Roller Blinds - with 63mm or 78mm
top tube and heavy aluminium bottom rail.
Economy option:
with stitched side hems and
welded centre joins
De Luxe Heavy-Duty option:
with high frequency welded seams and joins.
Reinforced edges available in
various PVC colours.
With or without bottom valance to suit...
Steel pelmet / hooding available
in 12 standard colours
Channel IT option:
the top of the range Clear PVC option is
available motorised or manually rolled up with
winder.
Allows multiple stopping positions, very neat and
sophisticated in appearance with wide side
channels and option of cassette head box. The
square bottom rail can finish flush to the floor
quoting jobs has its own little everyday ’s rewards for us
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Rope & Pulley or Hand
Rolled systems
available with or
without side zips
Blinds have 25-40mm
PVC tape welded
around the edges
Available in five
colours: Black, White,
Grey, Burgundy and
Cream

We specialize in
custom designed Combo PVC blinds
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